Monoflex has provided quality well screen and sampling equipment since 1973 and is a leading manufacturer of products for environmental, mineral exploration, and irrigation.

Monoflex Stainless Screens use v-shaped wedge wire wound and resistance welded around a profile of internal support rods.

This creates a strong pipe screen with superior flow and filtration capabilities.

Stock Stainless Steel Screen Products (304 or 316 Stainless)

Drive Point Screens
- 1.25” & 2” sizes, 10 or 20 slot, with solid drive point x plug NPT ends

Environmental Screens
- 2” & 4” sizes, 10 or 20 slot, with plug and socket schedule 40 flush thread ends

Screens can be cleaned and bagged by request

Telescoping or Well Screens
- 2” through 12” sizes, 10 or 20 slot, up to 20 foot lengths with 60 or 90 wire
- End fittings include NPT, weld ring, or plate (custom available)

Stainless Steel Casings (304 or 316)

Standard offerings include:
- 1” through 12” pipe, up to 20’ lengths
- Schedules: 5, 10, 40
- End fittings: weld ring, flush thread, NPT thread

Custom options available

Contact us today!

BWS@Baker-Mfg.com
800-257-5183
BakerWaterSystems.com